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Pakistan’s energy sector has been in turmoil over the past two months.

The government, however, muddled through this turbulent time

without much of a success; though it could tie a few loose ends here

and there but its general performance has been lacklustre at best and

chaotic at worst. The country’s media sector kept a close watch on the

government’s moves and decisions regarding energy and finance

matters – with an extra focus on budget allocation for energy sector in

the newly announced federal budget and the hot issue of major

mismanagement in LNG terminal dry-docking fiasco.

The country recorded the highest generation of electricity in Pakistan’s

history at 24,284MW. However, during the past two months, Pakistan

also bought four LNG cargoes at the highest price since 2015. News

reports said that the government took the decision under tremendous

pressure and was forced to buy the cargoes at high prices to avoid

power load-shedding in coming months. A committee has also been

formed by the government to identify persons responsible for the delay

in dry docking at Engro LNG floating terminal, which, as per sources

quoted in a media report, cost a whopping $40mn. Another news

report also suggested that the country might be hit by another LNG

crisis during September and October. 
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On the other hand, it emerged that Pakistan’s circular debt continued

its upward trajectory in FY21 as Rs498b were further added to the 
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Renegotiation of power purchasing agreements with Independent

Power Producers (IPPs) remained another energy sector matter to

receive ample coverage by the media. Two major developments

reported by the media were that the government made payment of

Rs89bn as first installment to 20 IPPs, whereas National Accountability

Bureau reportedly gave the green signal to the Power Division to

process payments to IPPs of Power Policy 2002. 

F O S S I L  F U E L S  A N D  C L E A N  E N E R G Y  T A L K

There was an increased talk seen in the media around coal/Thar coal,

victims of energy policies and renewable energy. In late June, Matiari-

Lahore High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) Transmission Line was

inaugurated, which will take electricity from Thar coal power project to

consumers in Punjab. Adding to the woes of Thar residents, Sindh 

circular debt. Media reports say that the government plans to reduce

the debt by addressing inefficiencies and increasing power tariffs,

which will put additional burden on the consumers. Meanwhile,

consumer-related news mainly revolved around any changes seen in

power tariffs. Over the two months, National Electric Power Regulatory

Authority (NEPRA) received multiple suggestions and pleas to hike

power tariffs; however, a slight decrease in tariff was seen in this period. 



$400mn 
were approved by

World Bank for
Pakistan Programme

for Affordable and
Clean Energy on the

condition that
Pakistan increases
electricity prices to

reduce circular debt 

The media also widely covered the brutal

killing of a worker at the hands of a coal

company’s guards in Thar. Multiple

protests and sit-ins were held against the

worker’s killing and brutalities of coal

mining companies in Thar, while Sindh

High Court also took notice of the

incident. Following this incident, the

media reported that the Sindh

government has directed companies

working on Thar coal project to ensure

safety of workers and warned that stern

action will be taken against those

responsible of negligence. 

On the other hand, there were multiple news reports on foreign countries

including US, Germany, Denmark, Nigeria and Norway showing interest to

support and cooperate with Pakistan in moving towards producing green

energy. In another development, Aiwan-e-Sadr joined list of few

presidencies in the world that are fully powered by green energy.

Pakistan’s renewable energy production was also reported to be

increasing, which will soon account for 7% of total electricity generated in

the country. NEPRA too announced that it intends to enhance renewable

energy footprint to 30% over the next 10 years from the current 3%. 

For this issue, we analyzed over 150 media reports published in six daily

newspapers and news websites of Pakistan namely Dawn, Business

Recorder, Express Tribune, Pakistan Today, Geo News and Samaa Digital. 

government also inked a $190mn water supply deal for Thar coal project.

Under the agreement, Kuwaiti firm gets 25-year concession to build 61-km

pipeline for the provision of industrial-use water to Thar coal power

project. According to another report, federal government reportedly did

not allow a UK-based company named Oracle to make investment in Thar

Coal Block 6. As per Sindh government, Oracle wanted to make electricity,

gas and fertilizer from Thar coal, but the 'billions of rupees foreign

investment' was put on hold by the Center.
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